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I N T R O D UCTIONo
T H E s e v e n o r eight species into which the genus Triticum is n o w
generally divided fall naturally into three groups. The first group cont~ins the single species T. monococc~tm; the second, or " E m m e r " group,
the four species T. dicoccum, Y. durztm, T. polonicum, and T. turyidum;
the third, or w@a.re group, ~he species vulgate, eompaet~tm, and spelta,
to which may be added certain forms previously included as T. vulgate
and now grouped together under the name T. sphaeroeoeeum (Percival).
T. mo~'~ococeum is sharply differentiated fl'om the other wheats
morphologically; it is crossed with them only with difficulty; and when
hybrids are obtabmd they are com]?letely sterile. This species will not
be considered further.
The species of the second group are fairly ciearly defined, but forms
more or less intermediate in type can be found, especially between the
species durum and tu'rcjid~tm; all four species cross readily with one
J o u m . of Gen. xlv
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another, and segregation always seems to take place in simple Mendelian
fashion. In most cases the hybrids are completely fertile, but F 1 plan~s
from a cross made in 1921 between a variety of T. dicoccum and a variety
of T. tu'rgidum, show in some cases a partial faihu'e to set grain; ~his
case will be dealt with more fully in a later paper.
In the third group the separation of T. compactum from T. vulgate is
probably more or less artificial; there is no difficulty in crossing the two
species, and segregatio n in /~2 is normal, while fertility is coraplebe.
T. spelta is perhaps more distinct from T. 'vulgar'e, but it crosses readily
with it, the hybrids are fertile and no abnormalities appear.
In any cross, however, between a member of ~he second group and
one of the third the results are quite different. T h e / ~ is partially sterile;
in the /~2 variation occurs between complete fertility and complete
sterility, while an immense number of new forms, of almost every conceivable diversity appear, quite unlike either of the parents or any
known cultivated variety of wheat.
The present work arose from an attempt to elucidaee the manner of
the segregation shown by the/~,, harvested in 1921, of a cross between
Rivet, a variety of T. turgidum, and Swedish Iron, a variety of T. vulga~'e.
A complete/oa was raised, but it became apparent that the cross could
be adequately understood only after detailed cyeological investigation.
The earlier observers, Over Con (1893), Kgrnieke (1896), Dudley (1908),
Nakao (1911), Bully (1912), found 8 to be the haploid chromosome
number in .T. q~ulga~'e,and some of them reported finding 16 in somatic
cells. In complete conbradiction to these results Sakam.ura (1918),
working with root tips, fotmd the somatic numbers to be 14 for monococcum, 28 for durum, turgidum, polonicu,m and diococcum, 42 for vulgate,
comlgactum and spelta. Later, Kihara (1919, 1921) confirmed these
numbers for the somatic cells, and found the corresponding haploid
numbers of 7, l~t and 21, in the reduction divisions of the microspore
mother ceils; he also found 35 to be the somatic number in the F 1 of
crosses between species having 28 for somatic number and those having
42, and worked out the chromosome behaviour at reduceion in plants of
the /V1 and later generations. Of other workers Spillman (1909) states
that whea'g has 40 or more chromosomes, and Sax (1.918) found approximately 28 in the first division of the fertilised egg-cell of Xubanka, a
variety of T. du~'um.
In view of the greater completeness of ~he work of Sakamura and of
Kihara, of the confirmation provided by the work of the lat~er on hybrids
between forms belonging to the Emmer and vulga~'e groups respectively,
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and speciMly the correspondence between ~he numbers fouud by then1
and t.he results obtMned when the various species are crossed, ~here
Would seem to be ]i~tle doubt of their correctness. More recently ~ax
(1922) has published an account of the chromosomGs of the wu'ious
wheat species and of their behaviom: when species belonging to different
groups are crossed, and his results agree with bhoss of Kihara. In viewing
the contradictory results of the earlier observers he af!h'ms that in his
opinion the figures illustrating their papers are not conwhming and
M,bributes their results to faulty fixation. Wi~h this opinion I am in
complete agreement in so far as the papers I have been able Co examine
are concerned--those of Overton, Kgrnicke, Dudiey and Bully. Not only
is it evidelrb that the later investigators were unduly influenced by the
results of K5rnicke, bu~ for other reasons in addition I consider their
results quite um'eliable. I may state that my own. results on somatic
counts in valrieties of the species d,trum and tu~'cjidum, and on heterotype
counts in varieties of the species dttr~m, l)olonicu,m,, tu~Fiduv~, and wdf/a,,re
agree with those of Sakamura, Kihara and Sax; and I consider that the
somatic counts 14: for monococcum, 28 for dicoecum, duru.~n, polonicu)n
and tu~idum, and 42 for w@are, com~)a,ctum and s~)elta,, can be accepted
unreservedly for all true breeding forms of the above species, though it
should perhaps be stated that Prof. Percival is of the opinion that
T. eom~)actum has not always 4~2 chromosomes.
Before describing my own results it will be convenient Co give the
essential facts elicited by Kihara in his work on hybrids resulting when
various species of the Emmer group are crossed with the species of the
vulgate group. The F 1 fl'om any cross was shown by somatic counts Co
have 35 chromosomes, lg: from the one parent and 21 from thd other.
At reduction 16 bivalents were present and 7 unpMred, univalent,
chromosomes. This was tal~en Co mean that the 14: chromosomes from
the Emmer parent paired with l~l of those of the ocher, leaving the
remaining 7 fl'om the latter unpaired. The component chromosomes of the
1~ bivalents segregate in the usual way and behave quite normally
~hronghout both dixdsions, but lShe 7 univMents lag behind the others,
travel later Co the equatorial place of the heterotype spindle, and split
longitudinMly; the halves of the split chromosomes separate and travel
to the poles, where they arrive after the llMves of the bivalents, and are
included in the daughter nuclei. In the homogype division the univalents
are agMn lace, but'here they segregate at random ~o opposite poles, aud
one or more may often fai~ .'.;o reach the pole and be left outside the
reformed daughter nuclei. It was conjectured bha~ these lost mfivMents
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subsequently degenerate. As a. result of random segregation in the
hom~type, and of possible loss of chromosomes in this division, it is
pointed out that the resulting g~metes will have ally number of chromosomes from 14 to 21, the numbers 16, ]7 and 18 being probably most
frequent. Kihara then investigated several plants from the F~ and later
generations, where he found such numbers as 14 bivalents plus 3 univalents, a total of 31 chromosomes, or 17 bivalents plus ~ univalents, a
total of 38 chromosomes. Here the b~haviour at reduction was ~he same
as in the El--except for the difference in number--the bivalents behaving
normally und the univalents in the manner described. Pollen formution
was not studied later than the end of the homotype division. 0nly a
few stages in the reduction of the megaspore mother cell were observed,
und it was supposed that here these divisions follow the same general
course as in the microspore mother cells.
In the paper already referred to Sax has curried out similar work,
but beyond describing the reduction/divisions in hybrids between
T. ~nonococcu~ and T. tu~'cji~lum his cytological observations go little
further than those of Kihara. His discussion of the significance of these
observations is considered later.
Iu the crosses I have investigated the cytological behavioltr is
essentially similar to that described by Kihara, but differs in certain
details; it seems best, however, to give a detailed description of all the
o6servations, even where they agree with those of Kihara or Sax, not
only because they have been worked out in greater detail and additional
facts noted, but chiefly because my object has been to make an exact
analysis of the case, and it is necessary to be certain of the validity or
otherwise of the assumptions upon which the mathematical treatment
rests.
The importance of exact treatment c~n hardly be over-estimated,
~nd although difficulties have been met with, a number of interesting
facts have already emerged, and it is hoped that a complete solution of
the problem will be found possible.
MATEI~IAL AND METHODS.

Some of the material upon which the work ha~s been done is from
plants of th e Fs of the cross Rivet 9 x Iron d~ already mentioned (p. 130);
.the remainder is from the P2 of a cross Rivet.? x a smooth chaffed
beardless variety of T. vulgate from Mesopotamia.
Carnoy's fixative was used for fixing complete ears at about the
reduction stage. Sections were cut, botch longitudinally and transversely,
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a t thicknesses from 1~t~ to 16/~, and stained in iron ahun haematoxylin
without a countcrstain. The general pl~ac~ice was to cut about a dozen
longitudinal sections of each ear to a~cert~in the stage in reduction in
the anthers of flowers fl'om the various spikelets, then to cut tr~msverse
sections of those flowers in whicli reduction was at a stage it was desired
to study in detail. It is often au advalltage to study both longitudinal
and transverse sections of the same flower.
Ripe stamens for determiuiug the percentage of sterile pollen grains
were fixed in Carnoy's fluid, and after ws
in absolute alcohol were
preserved in 70 % alcohol uutil required for use. They were then dissected ont in Belliug's aceto-carmine, in which sterile grains appear
completely or partially empty.
]3EHAVIOUP~

AT I{]~DUCTION

I)I~OPHASE

TO THE

FP~OM THE

FOI~MATION

END

OF TKE

OF THE
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~ICI~OSPOI~ES.

A detailed description will first be given of the reduction divisions of
a plant 1 with 31 chromosomes, of which 3 are unpaired an4 the remaining
28 form 14 bivalents. As the object of the paper is to describe the
segregation of the chromosomes, the heterotype prophase will not be
dealt with.
After'diakinesis, and just previous to the equatorial plate stage, the
chromosomes become compact, a bipolar spindle develops, and the
chromosomes begin to arrange themselves across its centre (Figs. 1 and
2). Some of them, however, often 3 bttt sometimes less, lag behind the
others (Figs. 3 and 4) and may not reach the equatorial plate until the
components of the bivalent chromosomes have begun to separate "(Figs.
5 and 7). Their subseqnent history shows these lagging chromosomes to
be unpaired univalents. In rare cases "(Fig. 6) one of the latter may be
left off the spindle altogether and take no part in the division. An
equatorial plate, of the stage of Figs. 3 and 4, when seen in polar view
will show the 14 compact bivalent chromosomes in one plane, and the
3 univalents generally above or below, and often in the next section
(Fig. 9). The clearest connts are usually to be obtained now, as if all
the chromosomes are nearly on one pla.ne it is generally at a somewhat
later stage, when the bivalents are beginning to separate into their
components and their number is less clear. Fig. 8, however, shows a
case in which all 17 chromosomes are quite distinct.
Next, the constituents of the bivalents separate (Figs. 10 and 11)
1 Hereinafter c~lledpl~n~A.
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and travel to opposite poles (Fig.'i3). The mfivalents do not travel with
them but are left oll the equatorial plate (Figs. 11, 13 and ]~l) and show
a longitudinal split. Sometimes the separation of the bivalents begins
while one of the univalent chromosomes has yet failed to reach the
equatorial plate (Fig. 12). The apparently " u n c l e a n " separation Of the
bivalents into their components, that is to say eases .where the almost
separated chromosomes are still joined by a long slender thread, is not
universal. Fig. 62, the corresponding stage in another plant, shows a
case where this does not occur. The significance of the appearance seen
in Figs. 11 and 12 has not so far been investigated in detail, and it cannot
be definitely said whether the effect is due to fixation or whether it
corresponds to a real occurrence; if the latter be the case it may be of
some importance. A similar observation was made by Sax (1922, p. 518).
After the separation of the previously-paired ehiomosomes the 3
univalents are left on the equatorial plate, as described already, and in
this stage it is possible to count the three sets of chromosomes separately
if they are seen in polar view. Fig. 15 shows one such count, the three
sets of chromosomes from the same cell being fmmd in two adjacent
sections. In one section the l~l halves of the bivalents are seen (Fig. 15 a)
showing quite clearly the'longitudinal split in preparation for the ensuing
homotype division; in the next section are seen in one plane the 3 univalents, while the other l~t halves of the bivalents show up very clearly
upon focussing down. The members of each set of l~t have been numbered
to show that t h e y preserve their positions relative to one another after
separating from the bivalent condition. In this plant six clear counts,
in each of which there was no possibility of doubt, were made, all
showing this i~--3--14 segregation. Fig. 16 shows the only exception
to this rule found in the plant; one set of 14 chromosomes, all approximately in the same plane, are found in the adjacent sections drawn in
Figs. 16 b and t6 c; above them, in Fig. 16 b, two of the univalents, u.v.,
are shown; in the third section (16 a), all in the same plane, are found the
oilier t~l h.alves of bivalents and in addition one univalent chromosome (u.v.). The latter is reeognised by the fact that it does not show
the longitudinal spli t so e]early seen in the halves of the bivalents. This
segregation into 15--2--1~t is explained by the extreme lagging of one
of t h e univalent chromosomes in such a cell as is shown in Fig. 12.
Here, although segregation of the paired chromosomes has begun, one
of the mfivalents is still well above the equatorial plate, and it is evidmrt
that in such a case 14 chromosomes will travel to the lower pole, only
2 univalents will be left in the centre, and the other 14 chromosomes will
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meet ehe remaining univalent and therefore" Show a plate with 15 chromosomes. This is exactly the condition represented in Fig. 16. The fate of
bhis one univalent, and certain other irregularities which may occur in
the hetcrotype division, are described later for another plant; the
divisions occurring in the plant now being considered were very uniform,
and arc therefore more suitable for an introductory description.
In the succeeding stages the chromosomes at the poles lengthen out
into thick threads; the univalents, which already showed a longitudinal
split (Fig. 13), complete theh' split (Fig. 14), and the halves of each
travel to opposite poles (Figs. 17, 18 and 19). All may reach the poles
(Fig. 19), or some of them may lag behind so that they are still to be
seen when the chromosomes at the pole arc becoming vacuolated and
losing theh" distinctness of outline (Fig. 20). Later, all trace of the individual
chromosomes at the poles is lost, a cell wall begins to form, and the
halves of the univalents that were late in travelling to the poles may be
just in time to be included in the reforming daughter nuclei (Fig. 21), or
may be left behind entirely (Fig. 22). The completion of the cell wall
and the separation of the two daughter cells proceed concurrently with
a resolution of the chromosomes into an apparently continuous network,
while one or more halves of univalent chromosomes are left outside as
densely staining spherical masses (Figs. 23 and 24). The fate of these
latter will be dealt with after the general features of the homotype
division have been described; at this point it will suffice to mention that
they are shown in some of the following figltres (32-50) lying ouesidc the
homotype spindlcl Sax does not report any case of loss of univalcnts in
the heterotype division. In his first paper Kihara mentions such loss
as occurring " I n abnormen Fgllen...bisweilen..." but in his later paper
says: "Vcrspatete Cdhromosomen gelangen oft nicht an die Pole."
After the nuclei have remained for a short, time in the reticulate
condition the chromatin begins to condense into a number of variously
shaped deeply staining masses, which lie for the most part round the
periphery of the nuclm~s (Fig. 32). As condensation proceeds the nuclear
membrane dissolves, the chromosomes again begin to be distinct and
(Fig. 33), a bipolar spindle having developed, they pass by degrees to
the equatorial plate, where they are seen in the form of compai'atively
long thick threads (Figs. 36 and 37). In polar view it is usually difticult
to make certain counts, but Fig. 38 shows clearly 16 chromosomes--14
descended from the bivalents and 2 from the univalents--with one
univalent left outside. The l~l that were descended from the bivalents
split longitudinally and the halves pass to the poles (Figs. 39-46), while
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those from the univalents, in munbsr 3 or less according to how many
were lost at the hete rotype division, are left on the equatorial plata;
their fate will now be described.
At first (Fig. 1I) they a.re very long thin threads and no longitudinal
split is noi;iceable; later they contract somewhat, stain more deeply
(Fig. 40), and begin to travel to the poles intact and apparently at random
(Figs. 42, 44, 45, 46 and 47). Very often, however, one or more of them
fail to reach ~he poles (Figs. 48, 50 and 51), but contract still further,
stain very deeply, and are left outside the reformed daughter nuclei
(Fig. 51) which therefore contain any number of chromosomes from 11
to 17. The formation of a cell wall and the separation of the daughter
cells complete the division (Figs..53, 5t, 55), so t h a t the original pollen
mother cells have now formed tetrads of four microspores (Fig. 55). In
the many cells examined no certain case of the splitting of univalents
in the homotype division was ebserved, and if this eve)' occurs it must
be very rarely. In Figs. ,12 and 43 where splitting may seem to be taking
place it is probable tha.t this appearance is actually due to a slight
constriction at the point of the V of a single long chromoso~le.
Before describing the formation of the pollen grains from the microspores, it will be convenient to consider at some length the fate of the
chromosomes lost at the heterotype division and their appearance,
together with those lost in the homot,ype, in the cells of the tetrad.
At the interkinesis stage (Figs. 2t-3I) it is possible to count the
frequen'cy with which chromosomes were lost, that is the frequency of
cells showing 0, 1, 2 and 3, lost chromosomes. In carrying out this
operation only those cells were noted in which the nuclei were nncut,
and where there was no other distm'bing factor to render observation
uncertain, and a careful comparison was alwa.ys made with the neighbouring sections to make certain that no error wa.s introduced through
the cutting off of a small portion of the ceil, and with it an odd chromosome. The result.s of the count are given in Table I (a). It is at once
evident fl'om the table t h a t there is little or !m tendency for all the
chromosomesto be lost together, and the nmnbers d~ in factapl)roximate
to what we should expect if the loss were a random one (see later, p 146).
These lost chromosomes can be traced through the various stages
that follow up to the homotype metaphase (Figs. 32-34). Iit a few cases
they m a y lose in some measure their capacity to ta.ke up the stain and
show a less distinct outline; Fig. 36 may show an extreme'case of this,
the body in the upper corner of the cell staining very little more deeply
than the cytoplasm, and being surrounded by a clear space~ This indicates
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t h a t occasionally 1 t~he Iost~ chromosomes may have degenerated by l~his
sCa.ge. Occasionally, too, where l;here are awe Of bhenl in a ceil, ghese may
be seen lying very close t;o one anogher, and appearances suggest ghat~ ag
gimes they may fllse eomplebely i. I-Iowever, in by far l~he greater nmnber
of. cases they are still pI'esml(; aC llomogype mef,a]?hase as deeply staining
spherical masses (Fi,'g. 35), or as ~llick ~]u'eads (Fig. 37) having apl)roxima~ely the same sgaining value as the dn'omosomes on ghe equat, orial
plage. A coting of their frequency ag girls sgage is given ill Table I (b)
and shows wigh eer~ainf, y ~ha~ ~here has so far been very li~le change
ill gheir munber. The divergence bet)ween ~he numbers fotmd here and
~hose ot:. the previous count, made a~ in~erkillesis, is hardly more ~han
is expeeged on the ~heory of random saml?li~lg.
A~ early am,phase (Fig. 39) ~hey are presen~ as ghiek ghreads and i~
is evideng ~hae shoald ~hese ~hreads lie near a pole of ghe sl?illdle ~lley
will probably be included wi~h tile dn'omosomes ~ha~ ~ravel ~o ghe poles
on ghe spindle of ~he homo~ype division, while should ~hey lie more
distanbly ~llis will not occur (Fig. r
Fig. 40 shows one ~ha~ has probably
only just escaped. A coms~ of ~be los~ chromosomes made a~ homotype
ana].)llase, aboug bhe stage of )rig. 46, is given ill Table I (e) and shows
ghag bile frequency of bheir occurrence is markedly less l~han I~hat5 ag
homol)yj)e lnetaphase; ghis alone, ill view of ghe shol'g interval ghag
elapses between ~he awe stages and eonsequeng smail elm.nee t~ha~ wholesale degeneration had occurred, would be S~l'ong evidence ~ha~ many of
ahem had been illcluded wigh gh~ daughger groups formed as a l'esnlg of
~he homot~ype divMon. This recovery of chromosomes previously ]osg
would appear ~o depend simply on ~heir position i~ ~he cell and therefore,
in all probabilit~y, occurs aI~ random. Air additional counb is given in
Table I (d) from observat.iOllS made ag a slighgly lager sgage--about~ ghal~
of Figs. 50 and 51 ; as would be expected ~his gives appreciably ~lle same
l'esulI~'. The average fl'equen%~ of I~he awe eoungs apl)roximat~es go ghal~
found ott ~he ~heory of random regain if ~he chance of ally one chromoseine being regained equals 0.75 (see la~er). A count5 has also been made
of ghe loss of univaleal) chromosolnes at file homo~ype division (Table
I (f)). This again does no~ di~el'ge from exl?ee~a~ion if ~he loss were
a l'alldOll] Olle (set lager, p. 147).
Ig is ill{sereslsing ~;o noi~iee the c h a n g e s ~bllaI~ o c c u r in ghe s t r l l e g t t l ' e a n d
shape of ~hc chromosomes losg in t~he hel~el'o~ype h'om the t~ilne of ~heir
loss ~o ~he l~ime of ~he formation of r lnierospores. A~ ~he end of ~he
1 II, must~ be emphasised that prolonged study show.s gl~ag even if t,hese in~erpregal,ions
are correct, 8~.leh e a s e s ~re extremely rare.
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heterotype division they contract to densely staining spherical masses
(:Figs. 22 and 23). As the interkinetic nuclei become reticulate most of
tile lost chromosonms shah1 less deeply and tend to become more or less
distinctly vacuolated (Figs. 24 and 30), bat a few seem to show an
incipient longitudinal split (Fig. 28), though this may in reality only be
a stage in vacuolation. As the chromatin of the nucleus contracts -to
form chromosomes again the lost univalents lose their vacuolation and
again become densely s~Mning (Fig. 32); this condition persists in th.e
majority of ca.ses (Figs. an, >t, 35) until the early anal?base of the homoOype division, by which time they have lengthened and stain less deeply.
Sometimes, however, this latter change may have taken place by the time
of the equatorial plate stage (Fig. 37), and in a few eases, an extreme
example of which is perhaps shown in Fig. 36, they stain less deeply,
lose somewhat ~heir distinctness of outline, and possibly degenerate.
A~ the stage of Figs. 40 and ~t6 they are Mways fMrly long, stMn less
deeply--Mmut the same as the chromosomes nnddrgoing division--and
appearances suggest that very occasionally they may have split longitudinally, b u t it cannot be certified that this is not the result of two
chromosomes lying together side by side. A chromosome left out at the
homotype division begins to contract and to stain deeply at the stage
of Fig. 48, and .this figure shows an exactly parallel behaviom' in a
chronmsome lost at the heterotype, which will be seen to have began
contraction, and has also in fact stained Mmost exactly like the other
chromosome lost in the homotype division. Later, the chromosomes
lost at the heterotype contract once more to their original condition-densely staining spherical masses (Figs. 49 and 50).
The strildng featm'e of these changes is that they correspond, to a
fMrly marked extent, with the changes taking place at the same t i m e ~
from interldnesis to homotype telophase--in those nnivMent chromoseines which are included in the daughter nucleus of the heterotype.
I~ eanno~ be stated how far these changes are of real significance, bat
they are sufficiently striking to suggest that this may be the case, and
several hypotheses can be put forward ~o account ~or their occurrence.
We nfight suppose, for example, that a chromosome, having started at
~he beginning of the heterotype division to go through a definite cycle
of changes, tends to ca.rry through these changes as a result, to some
extent, of properties inherent in itself, and does so even if isolated and
not functioning in its proper environment--that is to say, apart from
the influence of the surronnding chromosomes, the achromatic figure,
etc. Or, M~ernatively, the changes undergone by a chromosome from
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dialdnesis to homotype telophase may be merely the expression of the
changes taking place in the cell as a whole during this period, and may
therefore be expected to occur, in a minor degree, in a losl~ chromosome
as well as in those functioning normMly.

Certctin I~'reyularities.
The account that has been given applies it1 its essentiM features to
all the plants so far investigated, but certMn irregularities and divergences
fl'om this behaviour have appea.red and will now be discussed.
We have already seen Lllat in a plant with 14 bivalelltS and 3 univalelltS a segregation of 1.5--2--14 instead of 14--,3--14: was tomid Oll
one occlusion when cotmting the chromosomes in polar view at heterotype
anaphase: the explanation of this appearance has alre~dy been given.
The same irregularity was fonnd to occur wit;h greater frequency, and
other irregularities also, in a plant with 32 chromosomes--l.4 bivalents
and 4 univalents (Fig. 67); Fig. 59 shows this, normal, 14--4--1.4
segregation. Counts showing 15--3--14- chromosomes are explicable in
the wa.y already given, and a more extreme divergence 16--2--14 (Fig.
60) in a similar manner--by the extreme lagging of 2 univalengs (Fig. 61).
In this and similar instances it is possible that the lagging nnivMent
may pass to the pole with the halves of l/he bivMents without dividing.
In this even~ it is probable that since it failed to divide in the heterotype
such a univMent would divide in ~he homotype, and that the split halves
would pass to the poles with the halves of the descendants of the bivalents. If -this supposif,ion be correct this behavionr of the nnivMent-random segregation in the heterotype and longitudinM division in the
homotype--would not affect the frequencies of the gamete classes ~,
which will be worked out later. No definite evidence on this poi~t is to
hand.
Fig. 63 shows separation into 14--4--15; in Fig. 63 ct ore the 14
hMves of bivMents all lying in one plane and all showing clearly the
longitudinM split for the next division, and in the next plane of the some
section 4 mfivMmrts, while Fig. 63 b drawn from the neighbouring section
shows 14 halves of bivMents again all showing the longitudinal split
and in addition a univalent chromosome in which this split does not
appear. This probably occurs as the result of the splitting of a lagging
mfivalent, such a one as shown in Fig. 62. If this should split at about
the time the halves of the bivMmrts pass it on thei r way to the pole
they might be accompanied by one half of the split univalent, giving
t F o r a fuller d i s c u s s i o n ,see A p p e n d i x .
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15 ehromosontes ou one plane as h~ Fig. 63 b, while the other half would
remaht at the centre of the tell with the remahfing 3 umvalents, as yet
mmplit, giving d: chroutosonms in the ceutre of the cell attd 1~i halves of
bivMeuts passing to tile other pole as iu Fig. 63 o, A slightly later stage
of this is probably shown in side view ht Fig. 6-/1-, where on.e uMvalent,
the halves of which are marked " a , " has split attd separated into two
halves of which one has travelled to otto p9]e a little later titan tiLe
halves of the bivalents, while the other has rentained at the centre of the
cell with the rentahthtg 3 univalents, which ht the figut'e are seen already
split and beginning to separate9 There seems little doubt that at a
slightly earlier stage this cell would have shown 14--~i--15 segregatiou.
This view of the apparent attomaly is agahl cottfirttted by the fact that
the 4 cells in which this 14--4--15 separatiott could be clearly couttted
are all iu a somewhat later stage thatt the 3 cases where the uormal
14--4--I~1 sep~t:atiou was fouud, so t h a t it is uot uul{kely that otto
uuivalent should already have split.
Fig. 65 shows a.cell in which one univalent has split before the
others, attd it is clear t h a t a polar view count of such a cell would show
I~i--5--Di chromosontes at successive levels, which was found to be tile
case ht otto instance.
Fig. 66 shows t h a t all but, one of t h e mfivalents have ah'eady split
and almost or qnite reached the poles, while one is splitting quite near
one pole. This is probably the result of the lagging of one chromosome,
as in Fig. 61 o1' 62, behtg so extreme tha.t it never reached the equatorial
plate, but split where it was after the reutainder had passed to the poles.
ActuMly the state of affairs iu this cell is far clearer than it is showu in
the figure, which sufYers front the disadvantage of having to be represented
in one platte. In attother plant the same observation was made in one
cell at a slightly later stage (Fig. 68); the halves of the univalent have
just separated but are htcluded ht one daughter cell, attd their appearance
suggests that they are each beginnitlg to round off in the typical ntantmr of
chromosomes lost at this dh~ision. Neither of these figures suggest t h a t
both halves of a split univMent are ever hteluded ht the same danghter
nucleus, but even if this should happen it must be so rarely as probably
to be of no practical httportance: the two f~gures we have described are
the only cases o:f their kind noted, although in the 9 plauts so far stndled
ntmty thousand cells at this stage must have been passed uttder review.
In none of these cases do the irregularities affect the essential ~eatures
of the segregation ot~ the chromosomes, though they add considerably
to the dit~enlty of findiag the chromosome number of any plant. I con-
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sider it unlikely that further study will discover any important difference
hl the behaviour of the chromosomes durhig these stages, but at the
same time this is a possibility of which it would be well not to lose sighg.
The theory of the individuality of the chromosomes seems so well
established that to seek to interpret these irregularities in a manner that
does not conflict with it is legitimate. The interpretations put forward
have only been given after careful examination of a large number of
slides, and are both probable and consistent. The conditions under which
chromosomes retain their individuality are no~ however too well established, and it is known that they may be broken up under the influence
of 2K-rays. In the hybrids we are considering, the physiological balance
of the individual cell may perhaps be somewhat unstable, and for this
reason it might seem possible Chat strict chromosome individuality is not
maintained. It will be well therefore carefNly to consider any evidence
that this is the case, but inasnm.ch as the observa,tions given are consistm~t with the theory of individuality they may be considered eo
support it.
The plants to which the above description applied all have less thou
35 chromosomes. A plant (hereinafter plant ]3) possessing 33 chromosomes--17 bivalents a~id 4 univalents--has been studied in detail, and its
behaviour differs in one respect, but it camtot yet be stated whether
this difference is typical of plants with more than 35 chromosomes, or is
of no general significance. The difference refers to the chromosomes lost
at the heterotype division. It will be recalled that it was found that
these generally remained outside the homotype division figure until late
anaphase, when they might be re-included--at any rate no very great
change in the frequency of cells having 0, 1, 2 or 3 of them occurred
until then. In plant ]3, however, it seems probable that chromosomes
lost at the h.eterotype may be included by the homotype spindle when
it is first formed, and take part in the subsequent division--or rather,
in their ease, segregation. The evidence for t,his is that they are much
less frequent at homotype metaphase than they were at interldnesis
(Tables I~[ (a,) and ~II (c)). This might be accounted for by their rapid
degeneration, but no signs of tliis were noted; moreover the frequency
of their appearance at homotype prophase, just before the nuclear
membrane dissolves, is little different from that at interkinesis, and
markedly greater than that at homotype metaphase, which occru:s only
a very short time later. T!le ae~rtal re-inclusion of these chromosomes
wiehin the division figure cammt of course be observed, but it is often
diffleNt 1)o ~eI1, in the stages between those represented by Figs. 33 and
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34, whether one or more of the ctiromosomes are in the division figure
or not. It is thought that this evidence is snf~cient to justify the belief
here put forward. We may also expect that re-inclusion takes place at
random (see 'gables II (a) to II (d)).
THE FATE OF THE LOST UNIVALENTS PI~ESENT IN THE ~{IOI~OSPORES.

We have seen that towards the end of the homotype division the
lost chromosomes are present in the cells as deeply staining sphericM
nm.sses. From the stage shown in Fig. 51 to the time when the division
is completed and a tetrad formed (Fig. 55), vaenolation of these chromosomes may proceed rapidly, and, as shown in Figs. 53 and 54, can
probably oecnr in those lost at the homotype as well as those lost at
the heterotype. Yet it will be not,iced that the respeet~ive h:eqneneies of
(1) vacnolated and (2) de~.sely staining chromosomes in the cells of the
tetrails of plant A (Table I (g)), are the same as the freqnencies of (1)
chromosomes lost at the heterotype without being snbsequcntly regained,
and (2) chromosomes lost at the homotype (Tables ! (e) and I (f)). This may
indicate that chromosomes lost at the heterotype becolne vaenolated first.
Starting with the cells of the tetrad several counts have been made
for the plant I3 to show the frequency with which lost chromosomes are
present dnring the early stages of the development of pollen grains from
these cells. Tables II (i) and lI (1:) show about the same total frequency
of lost mHvalents, but comparison of these with Table I~[ (e) shows that
already, since the early homotype telophase, there has probably been a
slight diminution in this total frequency. Table t~[ (k) was compiled from
counts made in cells of about the stage of Fig. 69; after this stage the
cells enlarge rapidly, the wall becomes much thicker and a pore is formed
ill it, but [ have not been able So far to trace the development of the
complete pollen grain. For, as enlargement of the microspore proceeds
it becomes increasingly badly fixed ill the Oarlloy'8 fluid which was used
throughout the 1922 season as a fixative. ~owever, the next table,
~I (l), referring to about the stage indicated by Fig. 71, shows a further
dinlinntioll ill the total frequency of lost chromosomes, rPhe diminution
has gone further still at the stage of Fig. 73, when Table iI(m) was
compiled, but further than this it has not been possible to proceed for
the reasons given. This diminution I believe to be due to their degenerao
tion after becoming vacnolated, as when in this condition they often
become dit~cnlt todistinguish from the surrmmding cytoplasm; nor is
there any evidence t h a t they are re-included in the mmlens of the
microspore. It will, however, be necessary to study this point in greater
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detail, as it cannot yet be definitely state'd that in no case are the lost
uniwlents re-included during these stages.
i t will be noticed that the fall in total frequency is due to a diminul~ion in the number of vacuolated chromosomes, which have all disappeared at the stage to which Table II (m) refers, while the frequency
of densely staining chromosomes ha~ remained practically constant
throughout Tables II (k), II (1) and II (m). However, the densely staining
chromosomes themselves are b%imfiug to swell up and to become
vacuo!atcd by blte time stage 3 is reached, as shown by Figs. 73-76,
but ~hey have none of them yet reached the degree of vacuolation shown
by the original vacuolated chromosomes of stage 1.
To sum up, as the cells of the tetrad separate they contain both
densely staining and vacuolated odd chromosomes. During the initial
,~;tages of pollen development the latee~: degenerate and the former begin
to vacuolate. Later than this the development has not so far been studied.
Examination of ripe pollen grains from plant B showed that 21.6 %
were completely or partially empty.
Until further evidence is forthcoming it will be assumed provisionMIy
that the odd chromosomes degenerate dm'ing pollen development, and
that the abortion of certain pollen grMns is not selective with respect to
the various gamete classes deMt witli in the later cMculations. These
assumptions probably do not seriously disturb the results, and will have
sufficient validity until the work can be put on a more definite footing.
L I S T OF THE ~HROh{OSOh~E ~ O U N T S IN TIIE ~/72 AND ~3 ~ E N E R A T I O N S
Ft~ONI THESE ~I~OSSES.

(1) R~vet -9 • Icon ~ 1#3.
No. of
plallt
1-2

No. of
biv.

4-2

14
14

13-2
334-1
470-1
75,i-1
754--2

19
14
14
18
13

754-3

(2) Rivet ?

19
•

No. of
univ.
0
0

2
0
0
3
3
2

No. of biv.
+ No. of univ.
14
14

21
14
14
21
21
21

Term
ehr. No.
28
28
40
23
28
39
39
40

Mespot. vulga,re d'.

3
17
4
21
38
10
14
0
14
23
13
16 (or 15)
5 (or 6)*
21
37 (or 36)
15
14
4
18
32
30
14:
3
17
31
31
14
3
17
31
* I t ealmot yet be st,~ted definitely whether the nulnber of univalents iu this plant
is 5 or 6, Tile s u m of tile n u m b e r of univMents and the uulnber of b i w l e n t s is eertMnly 2!.
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I t will be no19iccd t h a t in 19he 6 cases of plants having more 19hen 35
chl'oluosolueS, 19he sum Of. 19lie unlnber o:~ bivaleuts and the nnlnber of
nnivalents is 21.. This impor19ant fac~ was noticed by Kihara in 19he 19
similar cases he inves19iga19ed. Secondly, in the 3 cases of ]?lsnts having
less than 35 chronlosomes the munber of bivaten198 is 14 though 19he
mnnber of rmivalen19s w,~s 3 or 4; this also was noticed by Kihar8 in the
2 such plan19s he worked oll.
T]lere i8 llO evident reason why a 1}laut with 38 chrolnosol,nes might9
not form 19 bivale111;s, o1' 18 bivalents and 2 ttll[valel119s, slid similarly
with o19her plants, while a plant with 32 chromosomes might form 1O
biv8lents or 15 bivalen19s and 2 nnivalents. The significance of the fact
19hat this is ap]?arently not the ease is discussed la19er. In tile meanwhile
I wish 19opoint out 19hal; in addil~ion to i,he eases where eonl119s have beeu
made, there is o19her evidence thai9 plants with (say) ]5 bivaleut8 a n d
0, 1 or 2 nuivalents, or ]9 bivalents 8lld 0 or 1 l:mivalen19, never occur.
For if 19hey did the11 i19would almost certainly nleau 19hat ])lallts breeding
19rue 19o a eolldi19ioll of 15 or 19 bivaleuBs (say) and 11o ll~livalelltS would
be found, so 1911a19in view of 19he frequency wil~h which crossing between
28 and 42 chromosome whea, ts has been carried ou19one would no19expect9
all our varie19ies 19ohave ei19her 28 or 42 chromosomes : some should have
30, 32 or 40 (say). A119hortgh l~he ehroalosomes of only a eompara19ively
small nmnber of pure breeding forms have been examined it is uulil<ely
thee 19hese iu19ermedia19e numbers ever oeem' as they would probably
show 19hemselves by 19heir irregular behavionr when crossed with o19her
wheats.
Before concluding 19hissection it will be useful to men19iou 19he reel)hod
followed in obtaining the eouu19s given iu 19he preceding lists. Ill the case
of a plant with less 19hen 35 clu'omosomes 19he 19o19alnumber of chromoseines on 19he he19erotype equa19orial pla19e is readily found, and 19his gives
the 811111oJT19he number of bivaleuts and the uulnber of uuivalen19s; polar
view 001111198at he19erotype anal?base may give various results, as already
explained, but if several are done it will always be folmd 19hat some show
19wo set;s of I4 halves of bivalents, llever less 19hen I4. If 14 be 19hcunml)er
of bivaleu19s we 19lien know a19 once the number of lmivalenBs, the SUln
of 19he 19we toge19her being known, while the results 8o ob19ained shollld
fit9 in with 19he other polar view couu19s and. should be confirmed by
the maxinutm ultmber of splitting ullivaleni~s observed a19 he19el'oiJype
allapha.sc in side view.
For a plant with more than 35 chromosomes 19he stun of 19110univaleltts and bivaleuts is readily sllowu ~o be 21. h'om e,OUlll~s of the
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heterotype equatorial plates. I t is then fiecessary to find the minimmn
number of bivalents indicated by the polar view counts of segregation
(e..q. counts such as 19--2--19, 18--3--18, 18--2--19, and so on, might
be found; then ] 8 is the number of bivalents) of which as m a n y as possible
should be carried out; confirmation is provided by finding the maximum
number of univalents observed at anaphase in side view.
In pla,nts where irregularities ore few little difiqculty is experienced,
but where irregularities are frequent considerable care is nece.ssary, al~d
as many counts as possible should be made before the results Call l~e
accepted with certainty. Longitudinal section can, in general, only give
evidence upon the number of univalents seen ill side view at heterotype
anaphase, and for this purpose t)hey are very useful. If 4 univalents are
seen, then although there must Ire at le..~st this nmnber present it cannot
be stated definitely that thErE are not more. Examination of a large
nmnber of cells at t,his stage will probably indicate, however, what the
~ota.1 number really is. Polar view counts made at heterot,ype metaphase
and anaphase must be made front transverse sections, for it is only here
that comparisola with neight)ouring sections can show with certainty
what part or parts of a cell have been cut off. No count can be accepted
as evidence unless if, is quite clear; that is to say, unless the individual
chromosomes are all distinct and no disturbing factor has been introdttced such as displacement or cutting of chromosomes with the microtome kl~ife.
When making observations m a n y hunch'ed cells are examined but
very few of these will give reliable eounts. Thins means of course that a
large number of ceils are rejected as not supplying reliable evidence, but
no cell which seems not to conform with the results already obtained
should be rejected until careful examination has revealed the reason for
the discrepa;ncy. Occasionally, for instance, in a cell a~ heterotype
anaphase, one of the components of a bivalent chromosome may be
displaced by the microtome knife and appear go be an extra univalent,
but in a case such as this the evidence given by the cell can only be
reiected if fee reason for the discrepancy be clearly substantiated on
other grounds.
As m a n y counts as possible must be made of the segregation at
heterotype anaphase; none can be accepted that is not quite clear, and
all those accepted must be ltoted down. When all the observations are
completed the evidence collected is considered, and if the chromosome
nmnber of the plant Ire not evident then the slides must be studied
further until tile reason for the ambiguit.y is known.
J o u r n . of G e m x~v.
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'.[11tl,3 FgEQUENCY OF THE VAI~IOUS @A1KETE CLASSES.

It is now I)roposed to discuss the significance of the observations
recorded in Tables I an(/[ II, and to work out from them the frequency
of the various gamete classes and the composition of the population
result~ing from random mating of the male and female.
It might be objected that loss of chromosomes does not occur in a
sutIiciently definite manner to justify us in using t)he resutts given in
the tables either as evidence upon which to discuss the fate of lost
cN:omosomes, as has been already done, or as data upon which to base
calculations of the frequency of the gamete classes. I t will be seen,
however, that in Tables II (a) and II (c) counts made from different
flowers of the same ear are in fairly good agreement; moreover, the
general character of all the observations recorded in Tables I and II
suggests that the chromosomes behave in a very definite way.
(1) Loss of chromosomes at the Heterotype Division.
If the chance ot any one univalent chromosome being lost be n, and
the munber of univalent~s present~ in the plant be y, then t~he frequency
of cells with 0, 1, 2 ... y, lost chromosomes are given by the terms in the
expansion of

{(~ -

~) + n}~.

i n plant A, for example, the frequmlcy of cells with 0, 1, 2, 3 lost
chromosomes will be
0
1
2
3

(l--n) a

3~(1--n)

~ 3n ~(1-n)

na

and the value n = 0.33 gives the frequencies
0
1
2
3
0.30
0.4:~
0.22
0.04=
as given in Table I (a).
Similarly with plant B, where y = 4, t~he value n = 0.29 gives the
series of values shown in Table i I (a).
In both cases it will be seen that the observed values for chromosome
loss and the values found by assigning a special value to n agree fairly
well; the deviation is not in fact greater than would be expected from
the theory of random sampling, It therefore seems that loss of chromosomes at this division is pro'ely a random one--the chance of any one
chromosome being lost is the same, and if one has already been lost this
does not affect the fate of the others, nor is there any tendency for all
to be lost together.
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(2) Re-inclusion of lost ch~'Omosomes.
hi plant B some of the chromosomes previously lost; tzJ:e'included in
the homotype division (see p. 141), a.s shown by counts of their frequency
a,t homol~ype metaphase. If x be the chance of any one chromosome
being excluded fl'om the homotype the chance of 0, 1, ... 4, being excluded
will be given by the terms in the expansion of
((IL - ~,,) + x}~.
The value ,c = 0.13 gives the va,lues indicated in Table H ((;) and these
again agree closely with the series of.. values observed, indicating that
regain of chromosomes occurs at random, as was expected (see p. 142).
Subsequent regain occurs, in both plants, when the chromosomes
taking pa,rt in the homotype division reach the poles, as they may meet
there one or more of the chromosomes previously lost at the hetcrogype.
The frequency wi[h which chromosomes lost in the lleterotype will sl;ill
be lost at homotypc telophase is given by the terms in the expansion of
{(1-

n 1 -

m ) + ,, 1 -

,m}",

where m is the chance o:f regain of. any one. In the ease of B and plants
of si.mil~r behaviour x must be substituted for ~z in this expression.
The values assigned to m in the tables show good.agreement with
expectation (Tables I (e) and I I (h)). Once again, regain of chromosomes
previously lost seems to occur at random.
(3) Loss of Univalents in the Homotype Division.
Let p be the chance that any one of those univalsnts talcing part in
the division should get lost (not all take part as some are already lost).
T h e chance of any one univalent being present in the homotype
division of a plant mmh as A is .
(1- n),
and, since in the homotype the univa:lents segregate at random, the
chance t h a t any one of those present should go to a particular pole is
1
g,

therefore the c h a n c e . t h a t any one chromosome should be lost at a
particular pole of the homotype is
1- n
~)' 2 '
and the frequency of cells with 0, 1, 2, ... y chromosomes excluded at
10--2
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the end of the homotypc division will be given by the terms in the
expansion 6f
{(1 -

~p 1 -

n) + { t' I -

n}".

In the case of a plant such as B, x must be substituted for n in this
expression.
In both cases very good agl"eelncnt is obtained between observed and
expected values upon assigning to p the " b e s t " value (see Tables I ( f )
and II (g)).
(4) Random Segregation of Chronwso,,,es in the Ho,motype.
Except for the agreement between observed and expected values
found in the last paragraph it is difficult to obtain definite evidence t h a t
thc segregation of univaleuts in the homotype is truly a random one.
With the object of obtaining evidence on this point counts were made
in plant B of the frequencies with which 0 and 0, 0 and 1, 0 and 2 .... , etc.
chromosomes were left outside the two nuclei formed at the end of ~he
homotype division, t h a t is at opposite poles of ~he same cell; it was
thought that this might provide evidence on the relative frequency
with which the chromosomes actually travelled to opposite poles.
The frequency of cells in which 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 univalents take part in
the homotype are given by the terms ~n the expansion of
(~ + ( 1 -

~)}~.

The frequency of the various chromosome losses are
0-0

{~ + (1 - p) (1 - x ) p ,

0q

4 (1 - ~) p {~ + (1 - p) (1 - ~)}~,

o-2

6 g (1 - x)~ {x + (1 - p) (1 - x)}~,

0-a

4 u (1 - x)~ {x + (1 - p) (1 - ~)},

0-4

i p~ (1 - xp,
p=

1-1

6 ~ (1 - x)~ {x + (1 - x) (1. - 17)} ~,

1-~
1-a

89

2-2

ap~ (1 - x)~.

p=

pa

4.~p~ (1 - ~)~ {~ + (1 - ~) (1 - p)},
(1 - dp,

Agreement between observed and expected values (Table II ( f ) ) is
no~ very close, and it is evident that the number of observations made
was insufficient, but unfortunately it does not seem lil~ely at present~
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that a greater nmnber wonld be possible on any one plant. However,
the resnlts are on the whole favom'able to the assmnption t h a t random
segregation is taking place, an assnmption that appears probable on
a p~'io~'i grmmds. It is hoped that fm'~her evidence on this point will be
obtained later.
(5) The Frequencies of the Gamete Classes.
From the resnlts obtained in the preceding font sections it is possible
to calcnlate the freqnencies of the microspores having 0, 1, 2 . . . . mfivalents present in the nnclens. In a plant snch as A the chance of any
one univalent being inclnded in a microspore nnclens is
--

nm

1 --

'n - -

p

-I- pn

H- m~,

" ( ] - ~J) + 2 .........
~- ...........
And the fi'eqneneies with which these nuclei will possess 0, ], 2, ... y
univalents are given by the terms in tile expansion of
(]

:~ '~)

t]-Fn-I-]~-- ]~n--mn
k

2

-b

].--n--p-I-pn-F mntY"
2

]

In plants sneh as B x nmst be snbstituted for n in this expression.
The freqneneies of the mierospore classes in A and B are given in
Tables I (h) and II (q) respectively.
The correctness of these resnlts (Tables I (h) and II (q)) depends
npon the validity of the conelnsions drawn above--that loss and regain
of chromosomes occm's at random, and that the segregation of the
mfivalents in the homotype is a random one. The resnlts given are
snfFmiene to jnstify the first of these conelnsions, and the second also
can probably be accepted (see previons section).
The evidence t h a t the lost chromosomes present in the microspores
degenerate has been discnssed (pp. 14=2-143). If this evidence be accepted,
and we also assnme that the abortion of certain pollen grains has not
been selective (see p. 14.3), then the freqneneies of the gamete classes
.. are the same as the freqnencies of the microspore classes. These two
assnmptipns, more especially the second, can only be accepted with
reserve, bnt thongh fllrther work will probably make necessary some
modification, it is mflikely t h a t the respective freqneneies of the gamete
and microspore classes will be fonnd to differ very widely.
In the rednetion divisions of the F.~ the 16 t urgidum chromosomes
pair with 1~ of those of the vulga~'e parent, and, as far as can be determined, the components of tlie 14-bivalents so formed segregaee qniee
normally; moreover, in the five plants noted above (p. 1~13) as ha.ring
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28 chromosomes the reduction cfivisions are quite normal. I t has therefore been concluded that random segregation of these two sets of chromosomes occm:s, in the usual manner. Furthermore, not only does the fact
t h a t pairing between them takes place suggest t h a t these 15 vtdgare
chromosomes are similar in nature to the tuvgidum chromosomes, but
since all the above-mentioned five plants were fertile it would seem
that this similarity is sufficien~ for one or more of one set to replace
those of the other without, interfering in any essential manner with
development.
Let the complete set of tu.~:qidum chromosomes, or their vulgate
homologues, be denoted by X, and let the remMning 7 vulaare chromosomes be denoted by A, B, 6' . . . . G. Then the gametes of the iv~ all
contain X and in addition may contain any selection of from 0 to 7 of
the univalents.
Let/)o be the frequency of gametes having X alone,
p~ the frequency of those having A, or B, or C ..., or G,
/)2 the frequency of those having A + B, A + C, A + D, B + 6', or ...,

/)7 the frequency of those having A + B + C + D + E + iv + G.
The assumption that the frequencies of X + A, X + B, X + C, etc.,
are all pa, and the frequencies of X + A + .B, etc., are all p~, and so on,
is justified as all the evidence already given points to the fact that loss
of these chromosomes and, probably, l~heir segregation in the homotype
has taken place at random.
The total population of the iv~ g~metes m a y therefore be written
N . X + / h E (X + A) + 1)2Z (X + A + B) + psZ (X + A -1- B + C)

+I)4Z(X + A + B + C + D)+psN(X + A + B + C + D + E)
+/)6Z ( X + A + B + C + D + E + iv) +PT(X + A + B + C + D
+E+iv+G).
The actual values of P0, P~, -../)7 can be found from counts of the
chromosome loss at reduction, and, subject to the reservations made on
p. 14~3,we can accept with some confidence the results so obtained for the
frequencies of the different classes of male gamete. For instance, in the
ease of plant B we have from Table I i (q),
1)0 = 0-207,
6/)~ = 0"288,

.4/h = 0.399 (the stun of the frequencies of the 4~classes
X + A, X + B, X + C, X-I- D is equal to 0"399)
4p. = 0"093,

1)4 = 0.011,
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giving, for the population of male gametes in this plan~,
0.207X + 0.099Z (X + A) -I- 0.0~8Z (X -I- ./I -I- B)
+ 0.024Z (X -I- A + B + C) -t- 0.011Z (X + A + B -I- C -I- D).
The population of the lnale gametes from plant A is given in
Table I (h).
T:H:E COMPOSITION

OF THE

POPULATION

RESULTING

FRO~[

SELF-

F E R T I L I S A T I O N OF T i r e t)LANTS U N D E R CONSIDERATION.

(1) If the frequencies of the gamete classes are the same in the
female as in the male, and if random mating between them occur, then
the resulting population would be given by the square of the expression
obtained for the population of the male gametes. In the case of the
plant ]3 the progeny population, grouped according to the mlmber of
chromosomes they possess, would be:
No. of
ohromosonle8

34
35
36
37

38

po~X2.
2pop1Z (X ~ + A)
p~2Z.(X~ + A 2) + 2pop~Z (X 2 -I- A + B ) + 2p~2Z ( X 2 + A + B )
2p~p2{2;(X 2 + A ~ + B) + 3Z (X 2 + A -b B + C)}
+ 2pop~ I; ( x 2 + A + B + C)
2pop,,(x ~ + A + B + a + D ) + 2 p ~ p ~ { Z ( X
~+A ~+B+a)
-I-4(X 2 + A + B + C + D ) } - I - p 2 2 { x ( x
~ + A 2 + B 2)
+ 2z ( x 2 + A ~ + B + 6') + 6 (X ~ + A + B + 6 ' + D)}

39

21hl) 4 Z ( X 2 + A 2 + B + 6' + D) -t- 21)21)~{E (X 2 + A 2 + B 2 + 6')

40

2p2p,i Z ( X 2 + A 2 -I- B 2 + C + D) + l)a2 {E (X 2 -I- A 2 + B 2 -t- C 2)

+ 3E (X 2 + A 2 + B ~- 6' + D)}
+ 2E (X 2 + A ~ + B 2 + 6' + D)}
41
42

2p31) 4 E ( X 2 q- A 2 + B 2 + C 2 + D)

p42 (X 2 + A ~ + B 2 + C 2 + D 2)

* X here represents a single set of t h e :17 components of t)he bivMen~s of t)his plantx

Where an expression such as X 2 -t-A~+ B ~ q-C means t h a t the 17
chromosomes X, and chromosomes A and B, are present in the bivalent
condition, and C in bhe univalent condition; while Z (X ~ -I- A ~) means
the four classes X ~ -I- A ~, X ~ + B ~, X ~ + C ~, X ~ -I- D~; similarly wit,h the
other terms in the expression:
Of these zygotes those with 36 chromosomes have 17 bivalents, those
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with 35 have 17 bivalents and one univalent, those wi~,h 36 have 13
bivalents or 17 bivalents and 2 nnivalents, and so on, the combinations
found being:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(~)
(7)
(s)
(9)
(lO)
(11)
(12)
(]3)
(14:)
(i5)

No. of
bi v~lents
17
17
17
17
J7
is
is
18
is
19
19
19
20
20
21

No. of
u niw~,len t,s
0
l

3
4
o
1
2
3
0
1
2
0
l
o

It will be evident that similar combinations result from self-fertilisation
of the F 1 o1' of any plant possessing univalent chromosomes. We have
already seen, however, that many of these combinations are not found,
and it has been pointed out that the number of plants investigated by
Kihara and myself, especially when taken in eonjunetioh with other
evidence, is sufficient to warrant the belief that they do not exist. We
are therefore led to the conclusion that eertNn of the possible chromosome combinations are non-viable. The combinations t h a t fail to develop
--Nos. (1) to (4), (6) to (8), (10), (11) and (13) in the above list--are
those which do not possess all four of the chromosomes _/1, B, C and D
at least once. This means, if the assumptions made above are correct,
t h a t a complete Set of the 7 univalents is necessary for development.
I t would follow also t h a t a plant with more than 35 chromosomes would
never have offspring with fewer chromosomes than itself. Kihara
actually found this to be the ease in an instance in which he was able
to find the chromosome number of 9 of the offspring of a 38 chromosome
plant.
In the same way we can arrive at the population from a plant with
less than 35 chromosomes; the expression obtained (p. 151) for plant B
will apply equally to a plant with 14 bivalents and 4 univaleuts if X
here represent the 2g components of the bivalents and A, B, 6', D, as
before, the 4 nnivalents. Here it is ~he zygotes with more than 14 bivalents which fail to develop ; that is to say, development is not interfered
with b y the addition of one or more of the 7 vulga're ehromosofiies to the
14 bivalents so long as these addieional chromosomes are present only iil
the univalent condition--one of each kind. In the ease of a plant with
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less than 35 chromosomes, therefore, it ~*,ould follow that none of its
offspring have more chromosomes than it lias itself. Evidence for this
is supplied by Kihara's results.
Before drawing further conclusions attention must be drawn to the
two assumptions made at the beginning of this section (p. 151), namely
that the population of female gametes is identical with that of the male,
and that random mating between rome and female takes place. If these
two assumptions are even approxit.nately true the above reasoning will
apply--the actual chromosome combinatim~s resulting fi'om self-fertilisalion would be the same though the relative frequency of their occurrence
would be different. There are, however, two extreme cases of divergence
fi'om ~he conditions implied by these assumptions which must be coltsidered.
(2) First, suppose that the frequency of the female gamete classes is
the same, or approximately the same, as those of the male, but that
selective mating occurs in such a way that in a plant with less titan 35
chromosomes only male gametes with 14 chromosomes effect fertilisaf,ion, and in plants with more than 35 chromosomes only those male
gametes possessing 21 chromosomes. This could result from differential
rates of growth of pollen tubes or from some other cause ; it would explain
why only plants with either 14 bivalents, and no more, or with a complete
set of 7 univalents, are found. It would also explain the fact that plants
with 42 chromosomes appear in the /V~ generation from turf/i&~m x
w@are crosses with nmch greater frequency than is to be expected on
the theory of random mating between gametes with the same class
frequencies--about once in a thousand instead of once in a millionk
(3) Secondly, suppose that random mating or an approximation
thereto ocmlrs, but that in a plant with less than 35 chromosomes only
egg cells with 14- chromosomes ate functional, and in a plant with more
than 35 chromosomes only egg cells with 21 chromosomes.
This possibility can probably be ruled ou& Egg cell development
will be described in a later paper, but in the meantime it may be stated
float the evidence to hand suggests first that t h e frequency with which
univalents are included in the nuclei of the tetrads does not diffm"
widely from the corresponding frequency fmind in pollen development
(compare, for example, Tables II (g) and Ii (p)), and secondly that
degeneration of three of the cells of the tetrads has not been selective.
This being the case it is obvious that the proportion of non-functional
egg cells in ehe Fx would have to be very high if only those wigl;. 14 or
This estimate is of course only approximate.
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21 chromosomes function, and this is not ~he case for the proportion of
grMns set on these plants may be ~s high as 0.42. In addition we have
the fact that non-fmmtionM egg cells are often not distribul;ed at ra~ldom
up the spike.
ST~mnI~'v.
It has already been lnentioned (p. 1~0) that in. ~he crosses which form
the snbjecl; of the present paper--crosses between T. t~t~rgfd~.~m,with 28
ehrolnoSolneS and T. wdga.~'ewith <[2--the/i' 1 and m a n y of the plants of
the later generations are partially sterile. That ls go say, ~he ~wo lowest
flowers of the spikelet do not always set grain, attd the grains set are
arranged in an irregulm: manner up the spike. All gradations are found
between q aite plump and very shrivelled grains: Also, many of the
g1.aills fail to germinate and many of the plants die away in the yotmg
stages.
In view of the conclusions reached ilt the last section these facts are
naturally of interest, and though it is proposed to reserve for a later
paper a fuller discussion of the probl.em of sterility, and of the conclusions
reached by Kihara and by Sax on this problem, it seems proper to
consider certMn aspects of the situation here.
Sax (1922, p. 536) seeks to explain partiM sterility in wheat crosses
by supposing that gametes with 17 or 18 chromosontes fail to Nnction.
The fact that in plant ]3 (see Table II (q)) the stun of Cite frequencies of
the 17 and 18 chromosome gametes equals 0.61, while the proportion of
empty pollen grai~ts is only 0.22, may seem to make this supposition
unlikely. It must, however, be admitted, as East (1921, p. 333) and
Sax (1922, p. 523) have pointed out, that appareat morphological perfection is no Certain criterion for Cite ability of a pollen grain to function.
But in amy case SaYs hypothesis is not suffieiettt to scooting for the fact
already pointed out t h a t plants with more t h a n 35 chromosomes all
have a complete set of 7 tmivalents while plants with less than 35
chromosomes do not have more than 14- bivalelxts.
Kihara (1921) disctLsses at length the failure of all the expected
chromosome combinations to appear in the f 2 and succeeding generations, tie appears to take it as self-evident that in any plant the nmnber
of the bivalents is equal to the nmnber of ehrontosomes transmitted by
one of the parent gametes. This being so, then, we see from the fact t h a t
only combinations sttch as 18 bivalengs + 3 univMents, or 14 bivalents
+ 3 univaleltts, appear, that one ag least of l;he parent gametes always
contMns either 14 or 21 chromosomes. He therefore argues that the
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ration of ~wo gametes only predates a viabl'c zygote whml this condition
is fulfilled; if neither female nor male gamete is so constituted, then
either the embryo fornmd from their union does not develop, or the
grain does not germinate, or the young plant does not live. This theory
cannot be accepted. The number of bivalents found in a plant is not
necessarily equal to the number of chromosonms possessed by one of the
parent gametes. Also, a zygote formed by the union of gametes both
possessing 19 chromosomes may be identical, as far as its chromosome
content is concenmd, with one formed by the union of gametes with 17
and 21 chromosomes respectively; yet according to Kihara's theory the
second is viable and the first is not.
From the work which forms ~he suhjec~ of the present paper it was
concluded in the preceding section (pp. 151-154) that there are two possible explanations of the fact that not all the expected chvomosonm combinations are found in the I~2 generation of the crosses we are considering.
The first of these theories--that random mating between gametes with
the same class frequencies gives certain chromosome eombinatiolm that
arc non-viable--is attractive by rcmmn of its possible bearing on the
problem of sterility, but it cannot yet be definitely accepted. From the
expression given on p. 151 it is readily seen that the total frcqacney of
non-viable zygotes would be, in the ease of plant 13,
2V0a + 8p0p, + 16p, 2 + 12p0p2 + 48p1~)2-t- 8p0pa
q- 2@17)a -t- 30p22 -}- 2d:~)2~)aq- 47)a2,
and this expression is equal to 0.91 if for P0, P,, P2, Pa, P~, we substitute
~hc values found. Though there is no definite evidence to hand oll this
point my impression is that 'the proportion of grains which fail to produce
mattlrc plants is rarely, if ever, as high as this., Also there is the fact
already mentioned (p. 153) that plants wi~h 42 chromosomes probably
appear in F~ with greater frequency than is to be expected from this
5hcory.
~UM71~ARYAND @ONC_JLU~!ONS.
The/#1 from a cross between T. tu'rgi&cm, with a haploid chromosome
number of 14, and T. vzdgc~re, with 21. for haploid nmnbcr, contains 35
chromosomes; at reduction ].4 of ghost from one pm:ent pair with 14:
from the ether parent leaving 7 chromosomes unpaired. In the I#2 and
later gcnerations unpaired, univalent, chromosomes appear, and a
detailed description of their behaviour during the reduction divisions
has been given. Tln'ollghout these divisions the behaviour of the bivalcnts
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is normal, bat that of the nniva,leilts is qllite different. After dialdnesis
the latter lag behind the others and do 11o~nSllally reach the eqllatorial
plate mltil the COln]?onents of the biwdents are on their way to the
poles. Arrived at the eqnatol'ial plate the lmivalents sp]i~ lollgitndinally
and tile halves pass to opposite poles, but may arrive too late to be
inelnded in the danghter mmlei. In the homotype division those that
were not lost segregate at, l'andoln to opposite poles, bnt here again they
are generally lager than t;he ehl'onmsolnes that were paired and may fail
to be inelnded in the danghter mMei, as before. The chromosomes that
were lost in ~he heterotype may, solne of them (plane B), be inehtded
by the homotype spindle and take part in the division, or may all still
lie mltside the spindle at homotype metaphase (plant A); in either ease
many of them lie near the poles of the spindle, are met there by the
chromosomes that took part in the division, aud are inelllded ill the
nnelens there formed. Chromosomes lost at the heterotype division
mldergo sneeessively--dnring the stages that follow---eondensatiOll,
w'~ellolation (during interkinesis), condensation (at homotype pl'ophase),
lengthening into thin threads (homotype allaphase), condensation (homotype telophase); these ehauges have all exact parallel in the changes
mldergone t)y the ehromosonles taking part in the homotype division.
Loss, and sllbseqllellt regain of ehl'olllosonles when this oeellrS, both
h'~ppen quite at l'alldOln, and the same is probably the ease with segregation of the mfivalenl;s in the homotype division.
As the microspore enlarges the lost ehrolnosonles begin to degenerate,
bnt whether all finally do so ealmot be staged as the Stlldy of pollen
development has not yet been completed. A certain proportion of empty
pollen is fmmd, tilt the reason for this is not yet definitely known.
The freqnelleies of mierospores possessing the varions possible
ehrolnosome eonlbillations ]lave been ealelllated. It has been poiuted
out that this resnlt probably gives ns an approximation to the frequencies
of the Val'ions classes of male gamete, and there is little donbt that when
the Stlldy of pollen development has been completed the fl'eqllelleies of
these latter can be fonnd aeellrately. This result is of the greatest illlporta~me, for it is only with this knowledge that a detailed stndy of the
genetics and cytology of these crosses Call be attempted.
Ill the/~2 and later generations plants with less than 35 chromosomes
all have 14 bivalents--never more, while in plants with more than 35
ehromosolnes the sum of the lmmber of bivalents and the mlmber of
llnivalents is always eqnal to 21. Two theories have been pllt forward
to aeeomlt for these facts, and while it is felt that there is considerable
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evidence t h a t one or other of~ tlmse theories must be correct it is nevertheless realised that there are sUfficient possible complexities to make
further work necessary before either can be deli.nitely accepted.
Ill the first theory it has been assumed that the frequencies of the
gamete classes are the same in male and female, and that random mating
takes place; in this way an expression has been obtained for the composition of the population arising from self-fertilisation of plants with
univalent chromosomes. Some of the combinations thereby found never
actually occur; this may be the reason :for the often fmmd failure of
grains to germinate and for the early death of some of the young plants.
7Rc,~sons have been given, however, for suspecting that this theory may
not hold in the form stated.
In a second theory it has been SUl?poscd that the frequencies of ~he
male and female gamete classes arc the same, or approximately the
same, but that in a plan~ with less than 35 ellromosonms only male
gametes with 14 chromosomes fnnction, and in plants with more than
35 only those with 21. At prcsent there are 11o facts kuown which
contradict this theory.
It will be possible to discriminate between tllesc two theories by
further work.
From the evolutionary viewpoint the problem of the genetic relationship between wheats of the E m m e t group and those of the vulw.re group
is one of great in~erest, for it is a~ present difficult to see how species
with 4:2 chromosomes can have arisen from one with 28, and it seems
t h a t this must at one time have occurred. An extended series of breeding
experiments will be necessary for the elucidation of this problem but it
is already interesting to note that in the reduction divisions of the F,
from the species cross all the 1~ chromosomes from one parent pair with
14 of those from the other, and that the segregation of these 28 chromosomes takes place in normal fashion. Our knowledge of chromosonm
behaviour is, as yet, insufficient for us to conclude definitely from these
facts that the two sets of 14 chromosomes are essentially similar in
nature, but it would certainly appear that such is the case. Pairing
between the parental chromosomes in a species cross need not necessarily
take place; we m a y cite, for example, the cross Crepis setosa • C. capillaris (Collins and Mann, 1923) in the F, of which none of the chromosomes pair, and other instances are well known.
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APPENDIX

In tire ]?receding discussion the possibility t h a t univMents may pass
undivided to the poles of the hetcrotype spindle (see p. 139) has been
neglected. If we assume thug failm'c to divide, if it occur, takes ]?lace at
random, and that the chance that any one univMent should, not divide
in the hctcrotyps be q, then the frequencies with which 0, 1, ... y
univMcnbs would be lost in this division are given by the terms in tile
expansion of
{(1 -

,. 1 . -

(1) +

(.~.~1. - (/)},,,

where ~ is here equM to the cha,nce of loss of a daughter half ot! any
chromosome that has divided. The value of '~z (1.-- q) can thus be found
and will dearly be equM to that found in the previous cMeulations
(p. 146) for ~. Let this vMue be Kj..
The vMuc of 'm (see p. 1~]:7) will clearly be miMtered.
(['he expression for loss of univalents in the homotypc division will be
{(1 -

~1) t -

~ 1 -

~,) + ( 89 1 -

~ ] -

~)}'~

and tile vMuc of 1) (i - q) (1 - ,,,) can be found, being equM to the value
previously found for 1) (1 - ,~z) (see pp. 147-148). Let this va,lue be K,.
The expression for the frequencies of the microspore classes will be
1 + p (1 -

q) (1 -

~7,) t-

~, (1 -

q) (1 -

~,~z)

2
1 - 1) (1 - q) (1 - .~z)- ,r~,(1 -- q) (1 - 'm,)] ~
2
instead of
1 +

(1 -

-

2

1 -

+

2)(1-

,,,,)-

,,,,, ( J -

2

, '

and each of these expressions is ectuM 1so

~][ +

1;~ + 2K~ (1 -

m ) + - - - 1 I(~ - ~K~ (1 -

~r,,)t~
"

The frequencies of the microsporc classes will therefore be unMtered if
univMents sometimes segregate al; random in the hstcrotypc, and divide
longiLudinMly in the homogype and pass to the poles without being lost.
If the actuM vMues of j) and ~z be required these can only be found
from additional observations. We do know, however, tha~
n (1 - q) = Kj, where ]2i is constant,
and that
t ) (1 - q) (1 - '~z) = K2, where K, is constant,
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and it follows that ~he relation between p and q, or between n and q, is
parabolic, for
and

nq = n -

K 1.

These two equations enable us to give a maximmn value to q, since
n and p must each be positive and not greater than unity. The probability is, of course, ~hat q, 1) and n are constant, but the evidence
presented does not allow us to conclude ~his finally.

In conclusion I wish to thank Professor Biffen for providing me with
the Rivet • Iron F~, and Nr Eng!edow for the Rivet • Mesopotamian
vulgate 1;'2, as well as for his helpful criticisms and suggestions while the
paper was being prepared.

TABLE 1.
F,requency of Chromosome Loss iJt Plant A.
(~) Loss fi'om hstsroty2)e.
Count made at interkincsis.
No. of lost
chromosomes
0
i
2
3

No. of
cells
22
27
19
1

Propn.
of cells
0.32
0.39
0.27
0.02

Expectation
if n = 0'33
0.30
0.44:
0.22
0.04

(b) Number prcsant at homotyy)e msta,~)ha,~e.
Count made at ~bout t)11ostage of Fig. 37.
No. of lost
chromosomes
0
1
2
3

No. of
cells
20
24
9
1

Propn.
of cells
0'37
0'44
0'17
0'02

(e) Present ctl hom,otype anaphctse.
Count made, at about the stt~ge of Figs. ,I1 or 46, of those ehromosonlcs lost in the
hcterotype a,nd not h~ter reineluded.
No. of lost
chromosomes
0
1
2
3

No. of
cells
20
6
0
0

l~rolm.
of cells
0'77
0,23
0'00
0.00
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TABLE, I (continued).

(d) Present al homolyTe lelophase.
Couu~ maclc at about the shLgc of :[rig. 51.
No. of lost~
No. of
ch re moso rues
cells
0
18
1

4

2

1

3

0

Propn.
of cells
0.78
0.18
0.04
O.O0

(el Toh, l connt of chromo,Yome~u loa'l in, lhe h,elerolype wilhoul, being subsequ, enlly regained.
*l~h~ sum of the two l)rccccling eomlts.
NO. of IOS~
No. e[
]'rol)n.
Expect, at,iou
eh rOlllOSOllleS
coils
of cells
if m, =0"80
0
38
0'78
0.78
1
10
0-20
0.20
2
1
0-02
0.02
3
0
0.00
0,00
(f) Los.~", l Ihc homot!lpe.
Comfl~ made a~ honlotyp~ telol)base, about [he stage of Fig. 51.
Expect, atiou
No. of lost
No. of
]?rolm.
of cells
c hl'olllOSOllles
ce~ls
if p = 0 " 6 6
0.48
0
26
0.47
0.41
0.41
1
22
0.11
2
(i
0.12
0.00
0.01
3
0
(g) Pre.~enl in, cells of lelrad.
Couu~ made at the stage of Fig. 55.
No. of dellscly
No. of
PrOpll.
stMning
cells
of cells
chromosomes
39
0.51
0
31
0.40
1
2
7
0.09
0
0.00
3
No. of
]?ropn.
No. of v'~cuolatcd
cells
of cells
cln'omoso rues
57
0.74
0
19 "
0.25
1
1
0.01
2
0
0.00
3
(h) Frequency qf gamele cla*ses.
The h'equeucy of nficrosporcs having 0, 1, 2 or 3 univMen~s prcscn~ in ~hc nucleus is
given by ~he ~erms in the expansion of
1 +~+:p ~pn -ran
! -n-l~+lm-t-mn~ 3

1

or, 8illOe :~,=0-33, p : 0 - 0 6 ,

~*b=O'80,

(0.76 +0.24)<
.'. We ]h%Ve

:No. of nnivMcnbs presen~
in microspol'e nucleus
Freqneney
0
0.43
I
0.42
2
0.14
3
O.O1
t t has been assumed ~hM~ the frequency of the gamete classes is the same as thM~ of
the micrsoporc classes.
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TABLE II.

Frequency of Ch~'omosome Loss in Plant B.
(e~) Loss at the heterotype.
Count m a d e at interkinesis.
No. of lost
chromosomes
0
1
2
3
4

No. of cells
(1)
(2)
9
11
15
25
6
13
2
5
0
1

Prolm~ of cells
(1)
(2)
0'28
0"20
0'47
0'45
0'19
0'24
0'07
0'09
0'00
0.02

Propn. of cells
(total count)
0'23
0'46
0'22
0'08
0'01

Expectatim,
if n = 0'29
0"25
0'42
0'25
0.07
0'01

The results giveu under (1) and (2) were obt~iaed from different flowers of the same
ear.

(b) Present at homotyl~e prophase.
Count made at a b o u t the stage of Figs. 32 and 33.
No. of los~
chromosomes
0
1

2
3
4

No. of
cells
8
11
5
2
0

Propn.
of cells
0'31
0.42
0'19
0'08
0'00

(c) Present at homotype metaphase.
Count m a d e at a b o u t the st0~ge of Fig. 37.
No. of lost
chronlosonles
0
1
2
3
4

No. of cells
(1)
(2)
15
35
8
21
3
5
0
0
0
0

Propn. of ceils
(1)
(2)
0'58
0'57
0.31
0'34
0'11
0'09
0'00
0'00
0.00
0.00

Propn. of cells ' E x p e c t a t i o n
(total count)
if x = 0 ' 1 3
O.57
O.56
0.33
0.35
0.10
0.08
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00

The results given under (1) a n d (2) were obtained from different flowers of the same
ear,

(d) Present at early homotype anaphase.
Count m a d e at a b o u t the s ~ g e of Fig. 39.
No. of lost
chromosomes
0
1
2
3
4

N 9. of
calls
11
5
3
0
0

Propn.
of cells
0'58
0'26
0'16
0'00
0.00

(e) Lost unlvalents l~rese~t at homotype telophase.
Couu~s m a d e at a b o u t the stage of Fig. 5]. The frequencies of (1) loss at ~he homotype,
a n d (2) chromosomes lost in the heterotype and n o t regained, arc given.
(1)

No. of chromosomes
lost at the homotype
0
1
2
3
4

Journ. of Gen. xiv

No. of
cells
32
20
8
O
0

Propn.
of cell~
0'53
0'33
0'14
0.00
0.00
11
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(2)

No. of chromos0nms
lost at, tile hoterotype
0
1

(3)

2
3
4
Total no. of lost
chromosomes in cell
0
1
2
3
4

H (continued).
No. of
cells
50
I0
0
0
0
No. of
cells
26
22
12
0
0

Propn,
of cells
0.83
0.17
0.00
0.00
0.00
Propn.
of cells
0.43
0.37
0.20
0.00
0.00

(f) Homotype segregation.
C m m t s made ~t stage of Fig. 51 of cells with the various possible chromosome losses.
Nos. of lost
No. of
Propn.
Calculated
chromosomes
cells
of cells
propn.
0-0
12
0.18
0.24
0-1
35
0.54
0.42
0-2
10
0-I5
0. I36
0-3
1
0.02
0.02
0--4
0
0.00
0.00
1-1
5
0.08
0.135
1-2
2
0.03
0.06
1-3
0
0.00
0.00
2-2
0
0.00
0.00
Tile ealctilated proport, ion, given in tile last column, is obt, ained by potting p = 0 . 3 5
and x = 0 . 1 3 , and assuming t h a t segregation in the homotype takes place at random.
(g) Total eou~,t of loss at the homotype,
Obtained by adding the c o u n t frmn (e) ( l ) to t h a t given by tlle results of the last table.
No. of lost
No. of cells (from
Propn.
Expectation
chromosomes
Tables (e) and (f))
of cells
if p = 0 ' 3 5
0
32 + 70 = 102
0.54
0.53
1
2 0 + 4 7 = 67
0.35
0.37
2
8 + 1 2 = 20
0.10
0.I0
3
0+ 1=
1
0.01
0.00
4
0+ 0=
0
0.00
0.00
(h) Total coul~,l of chromo~'omes lost in the heterotype without being sub~equ,ently regctlned.
Obtained by adding tile results given in (e) to those of a separate count.
No. of lost
No. of
Propn.
Expcctab(on
chromosomes
cells
of cells
if m = 0 ' 6 6
0
72
0.80
0.82
1
17
0.19
0.18
2
1
0.01
0.00
3
'0
0.00
0.00
4
0
0.00
0.00
(i) ]Lost chromosomes present in the cells of the tetrads.
C o u n t made at the stage of Fig. 55.
No. of lost
No. of
Propn.
chromosomes
cells
of cells
0
70
0.52
1
48
0'35
2
18
0.13
3
0
0.00
4
0
0.00
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(k) Present i~ microspore~', stage l.
Count m~de at the stage of Figs. 69 ~nd 70.
No. of densely staining
No. of
chromosomes
ceils
0
40
l
16
2
2
3
0
4
0
No. of vaeuoh~i, od
No. of
chromosomes
cells
0
42
1
14
2
2
3
0
4
0
Total no. of lost
No. of
chromosomes in cell
cells
0
28
1
22
2
8
3
0
4
0

Propn.
of ceils
0.69
0.27
0.04
0'00
0.00
I'ropn.
of cells
0.72
0.24
0.04
0.00
0.00
Propn.
of cells
0,48
0.38
0.14
0.00
0.00

(I) Present in microspores, stage 2.
Count m,~de a~ the stage of Figs. 71 ~Lnd 72.
No. of densely staining
No. of
chromosomes
cells
0
32
1
14
2
4
3
0
4
0
No. of v~cuol~ed
No. of
chromosomes
cells
0
46
1
4
2
0
3
0
4
0
Tot&l no. of lost
No. of
chromosomes in cell
cells
0
28
I
I8
2
4
3
0
4
0

Propn.
of cells
0.64
0.28
0.08
0.00
0.00
Propn.
of cells
0.92
0.08
0.00
0.00
0.00
Propn.
of cells
0'56
0'36
0'08
0'00
0'00

(m) Prese~g iu mlcrospores, staqe 3.
Count m~de at the stage of Fig. 73.
No. of densely staining
No. of
chromosomes
cells
0
33
I
13
2
3
3
1
4
0

Propn.
of edits
0.66
0,26
0.06
0.02
0'00
11--2
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(coutiuued).

(n) Megaspore mother cell; loss al helerolypc.
Count made at intcrkincsis.
No. of lost
chromosomcs
0

No. of
cells
0

1

1

2
3
4

1
1
1

(o) Megasporemolher cell; loss al homol!/pe.
Count made at 4-cell stage. Compare with Table II (g), the count for pollen m o t h e r
cells.
No. of lost
No. of
Propn.
chromosomes
cells
of cells
0
6
O.5O
1
3
0.25
2
1
0.08
3
2
0.17
4
0
0.00
(p) Frequency of gamele classcs.
Thc fmqucucies of microspores having 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 univalcnts present in the nuclcus
a r c given by the terms in t h e expansion of

1-x-p+px+mx} 4

11 + x + p - p x - m x
2

+

or, since x=O.13,/9=0.35, m = 0 . 6 6 ,
(0.675 +0.325) 4,
we have
No. of univalents
present in microspore nucleus
0
1
2
3
4

No. of chromosomes
present in microspore nucleus
17
18
19
2O
21

Frequency
0.207
0.399
0.288
O.O93
0.011

a,ud if we assume that the g a m c t c classes have the same frequencies we have
Po =0.207 giving Po =0.207
4pi -- 0.399
lh = 0.099
6p~ =0.288
p~ =0.048
4p3 = 0.093
P3 = 0.024
p~=0.011
p~=0.011
Two counts of sterile pollen gave
Good
520
429
Percentage of sterile pol!cn =21.6.

Bad
141
122
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The following figures were drawn with the aid of a camera lucida. A 1/12 inch objective
and No. 8 ocular were used throughout. Maglfifieation= 1500 diametm;~.
u.v. = univalent.
Fins. 1-77. P~eduction in the microspom mother cells.
Figs. 1-12. Hetemtype metaphase.
Fins. 13-22. Heterotype anaphase and telophase.
Fig. 14. In part a reconstruction, most of the chromosomes of the lower daughter nucleus
being present in the adjacent section.
I~Gs. 23-31. LIetemtype telophase and interkinesis.
Fig. 25. The upper cell has been cut and the greater par~ of it is in the next section.
FIGs. 32-46. Homotype; pmphase to mlaphase.
Fins. 47-58. ttomotype anaphase and ~elophase.
Fins. 59-68. Heterotype h'regularities.
Fig. 64. Some cytoplasm has been cut fl~m tlffs cell but the chromosomes were undisturbed.
l~[Gs. 69-77. Micmspores.
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Figs. 1-13.
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Figa. 14--24.
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]rigs. 25-~12.
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Fig~, 43-59 c.
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Figs. 60 a-68.
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Figs. 69-77.
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